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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper establishes through a concrete xample that the integral equation formulation 
of time-dependent mixed boundary value problems can be extended for problems in the theory of 
elasticity. To this end, the method applied to the resulting integral equation is the one begun by 
Cherski [1] and evolved by F_~khardt and El Sheikh [2] still further to solve initial mixed boundary 
value problems. New relationships between the fundamental coefficients characterizing the technique 
are obtained. These simplify the procedures and reveal more of the nature of the method. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Among the methods proposed for solving mixed boundary value problems of the most common 
type, it has been shown that those which reduce the problem to an integral equation can be 
extended to include corresponding time-dependent problems. Let us recall that the reduction of 
periodic Dirichlet-Neuman problems to singular integral equations with Cauchy's kernel, proposed 
by Chersky in 1961 [1], could be modified by Eckhardt and El Sheikh in 1987 [2] to solve the mixed 
Sturm-Liouville problem of the same type. As another example, the author [3,4] (with Gad-Allah) 
could reduce stationary finite Dirichlet-Newton problems to the aircraft wings singular integro- 
differential equation; a little later, he could apply the same technique to the corresponding mixed 
Sturm-Liouville problem [5]. This evolution leads naturally to the question whether the integral 
formulation can possibly be used for finite mixed time-dependent problems in the theory of 
elasticity. In this work, the stationary vibrations of a periodical rectangular plate stressed at a 
segment, while fixed elsewhere at one of its edges, is considered. It should be noted that analogous 
mixed problems of the same type but with infinite geometries were solved by means of the Wiener- 
Hopf technique [6,7] while studying the state of stress resulting from the instantaneous formation 
of a semi-infinite interval. 
The illustrative problem is reduced to the integral equation with Canchy's kernel of the type 
appearing in [1,2]. This equation can be converted to an infinite system of algebraic equations. 
Here, a technical difficulty arises from the even property of the unknown function. This is a 
reflection of the even symmetry of the problem. A plane elastic problem with odd symmetry, 
or which can be oddly continued is almost impossible to take place. For a non odd-function, 
the zero Fourier component does not vanish in general; hence, the coefficients of this component 
in the algebraic system will not be zeroes but rather infinite series expressions, which are not 
practical to calculate [Eqs. (3.13) and (3.18)]. Perhaps this is the reason why the technique 
of [1,2] was not yet applied to problems with even symmetries. These coefficients of the zero 
component are now exactly given [Eq. (3.22)] and the method can be applied to even problems 
whatever be its area in mathematical physics, provided their integral equation reduction belongs 
to the same type with a Cauchy's kernel. It has also been shown that the coefficients of the first 
equation in the algebraic system are not linearly independent of their corresponding coefficients 
ia the other equations (see discussion at the end of Section 3). Consequently this first equation, 
The author is indebted to Mr. M.T. Helal for his sincere help upon carrying out the numerical calculations of this 
work. 
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the only one still containing a coei~eient that can be calculated only approximately, may always 
be replaced by a more simple equation. Next, it could be shown that the solution of the mixed 
problem, obtained in this way, is reduced to that obtained in the usual manner at the lirrdt where 
the problem becomes uniform; namely, when the plate is stressed wholly at one of its edges 
(Section 4). A numerical example is considered to give some idea about the usefulness of the 
integral formulation and the effectiveness in truncating the algebraic system. Furthermore, the 
justification of the truncation is established. 
2. THE CONVERSION OF THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
INTO A SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATION 
Apart from the periodicity conditions at x = + ~r, let us consider that the plate is subjected, 
at y = 0,-1,  to the following periodical boundary conditions 
~u(z,O;t)=-P*e iw~, (V=eonst.), I~1 < c, (2.1) 
v(=,0;0=0, ~<1~1<-, (2.2) 
~xu(z, 0 ; t )=0,  Ix[ <~,  (2.3) 
v(~,-1;t)=o, I~1<~, (2.4) 
f~,(x,-1;t)=o, Izl<~. (2.5) 
Expressed in terms of the longitudinal and transversal potentials ~ and ~, respectively, the 
stresses and displacements are [8] 
(2.~) 
= O~ O~ (2.7) 
Oy Oz ' 
~',u, = ~ 2 ~ + Oy 2 Oz 2 j . (2.S) 
Here and in what follows, v is the Poisson's ratio, p and ~ axe the Lam~'s constants. The functions 
and ~ satisfy the equation 
1 02~ (2.0) 
V2 ~ = I 02~ (2.10) 
d2 &2,  
where cl and c2 axe the propagation velocities of longitudinal and transversal waves, respectively. 
The stationary solutions of the problem can be thought of in the form 
where 
and 
~(~,, y;t) = e"~(x,y), ,~(~,y;t) = ~"?(~,y), 
• - __ ~ i~t  flit - -  eswt°'Y, ~ "- eiW~v and r~y ,. ~'zy, 
(2.::) 
v2~ + k~ = o, v2,~ + k~,~ = o, (2.12) 
kl 2 _ ~2 ~2 
c-~" k~-  c-'~'" (2.13) 
Applying the finite Fourier transform 
Fn = ~ f(x) e -'nx dx, 
7¢ 
O0 
f (x)= ~ Fne 'n= (2.14) 
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to the equations (2.12) and solving the resulting equations, we get 
#.(z) = A. e~y + B. e -~Y,  
~.(z) = C. e~Y + m. e-~/"~-k~ y 
(2.15) 
The mixed boundary conditions (2.1) and (2.2) can be written in the form 
, ,~(=,o) = -e*  + c+(=) ,  
,,(=, o) = o_ (=)1 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
where 
and 
0} 
G+(z) = { undetermined, 
IXl < CI 
(2.18) 
f undetermined, I=1 < e, G_(z) (2.19) 
t. 0, e< I=l<~' .  
The application of the Fourier transform to the completed conditions (2.16) and (2.17), whose 
left-hand sides are given explicitly by (2.6) and (2.7), together with (2.15) yields 
- 2p [-n2(An + Bn) + in V ~-  !¢~ (c. - Dn)] - (A + 2p)/¢12 (An + Bn) 
- -P~_  + a ,+,  (2.20) 
x/n 2 - k? (A. - B.)  - in (On + Dn) = Gn_. (2.21) 
The Fourier components Pn- belong to the extension P*(z) of the constant P*, by defining 
it to be zero outside 101 < e. Carrying out procedures imilar to those used in obtaining 
equations (2.20) and (2.21), the uniform conditions (2.3)-(2.5) lead to additional three equa- 
tions of the same type. Solving the system which consists of these additional three equations 
together with (2.21), for the coefficients An, B,~, C, and Dn, we get 
D.  = - e - 2 ~  C .  = 
- (2 .  5 - k~) ~-~ 
2k~ ~ sinh 
- ine -~ 
k~ sinh 
G. - ,  
(2.22) 
Thus, provided the function G_ (z) is determined, the longitudinal and transversal potential can 
be found by means of (2.11) and (2.14): 
oO oo  
~(z,y;t )  -" e iw' ~ @n(y)e in=, ~(=,y;t)  = e i~t ~ ~rn(y) ei'~=; (2.23) 
n O0 n O0 
the components ~,(y) and ~n(y) will be defined from (2.15) and (2.22). Additionally, due 
to (2.6)-(2.8) and (2.11), the expressions for stress and displacement can be written down as 
#u(z ' y) = (A + 2p) kl Go- cosk1(1 + y) 
sin ~1 
+ ~ ,{2p.~ - (~ + 2.) k~} (k~ - 2.2) 
n=1 ~/'~'U'~I sinh V f~-~l  c°sh V/~ - k~ (1+ Y) 
4~-~ v /~-~ ] 2 
+ si-'~'-~--------~ coshv~-k~(l"i'Y) k-~2 G"-cosnz' 
(2.24) 
oo  T=,(z,y)- E 4P n(2n2- k~) 
.=1 ~ 
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sinh ~f~Z'~1 (I + y) 
sinh 
sinh ~( I  + y) ~ Gn- sin 
sinh J 
nz~ (2.25) 
~(~,y)= sink1(1 + y) Go- + ~ 2 -(2n2 - k~) sinh ~V'~I  (1 + y) 
sin kl k~ sinh n----1 
2n 2 sinh ~/-~'L-'~ (1+ y)] 
-t k~ sinh ~ J Gn- cosnz. (2.26) 
The function V_(z) is to be determined in such a way that the conditions (2.20) and (2.21) 
become compatible. In other words, the solution (2.24)-(2.26) should be identical to that which 
would be obtained if equation (2.20) is replaced by (2.21). Instead, the substitution, in (2.21), of 
the left-hand side by eru,(0), obtained from (2.24), yields the condition of this compatability in 
the form of the discrete problem 
Q'(Inl, i,1, k~.) G._ = -P*_  + V.+,  (2.2T) 
where 
Q'(Inl, kl, k~) = {2~ n 2 - (A + 2tJ) k[} (k] - 2n 2) k~ ~ coth ~r~-_ k~ 
k~ 
2 2 
= 2/J k2 - kl O([n[_l ~ Inl + ). (2.2s) 
Finally, the discrete problem (2.27) can be written in the standard form 
In[ V._ + QI-i G._ = -P._ + G~+, (2.29) 
where 
=  '(Inl, k l , k , ) - tn l ,  
kl 
p._ = P*  and k~) G"+' i  V~+ - 2/J(k~ 2# (~,--kl ~) 
(2.30) 
3. THE REDUCTION OF THE DISCRETE PROBLEM 
TO AN ALGEBRAIC SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS 
Applying the inverse Fourier transform to (2.29), we get 
1 d /~  G_(t) oo 
i~r dz . 1 -e '~  -t) dt + 
f$  -~  - -  O0  
* x QI-I V, -  e in= = -P  + G+( ), 
where 
2~ (k~u k[) v+(z).  
(3.1) 
P = (3.2) 
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Recalling that G~(z) = 0 for -e  < z < c and integrating (3.1) with respect o 0, we obtain, 
over the interval -e  < z < c, 
1 ~ G_( t )  d t -QoGo_  (-1)" e~.. + QI . IG . -  
7 -  eif~_t~ " _ _  tlr ¢ 1 -  in in 
~-~ -- 00  ~.~ -- 00  
"~[ ( -1)n e inz + a, -p  - 
~n 
n ~ 
(3.3) 
where a is constant, and the primes over the summation symbols mean the value n = 0 is not 
included. Here we have used the expansion 
~ ' ( -1)"+i  e i"~ (3.4) X- -  : . 
In  
n co  
The singular integral equation with the Cauchy kernel (3.3) possesses a bounded solution G_ (x) 
which can be written in the form [9] 
G_(x)=R(x)  [QoGo- .=-oo ~' (-l)"n - -  z.(x) - ~ Qn.i G.._.=._ I.(~) 
n 
n------O0 
+p ~'  ( - I )  n 
n 
)'I oo  
- - / . (x )  + ia I0(x)], (3.5) 
where 
1 f~ e i("+1)~ z.(~) = 7 , n(~)-~;~--~,-) d~, (3.~) 
R(z) = lim X/(z - eiC)(z - e-iC). (3.7) 
Z. . te  *~ 
I~1<1 
The integrals I , (z) are to be understood in the sense of the principal value. For n > 0, 
[10, p. 215], we have 
n-1 e_i, j ~ (2m - 1)H [2 (j - m) - 1][!, 
j=0  m=0 
n > 0, (3.8) 
and 
I0(z) = 0. (3.9) 
Further, it has been shown already [2] that 
I-n(x) = -e - " In ( - z ) .  (3.10) 
In relation (3.8), the convention 0H = (-1)!! = 1 is adopted. By virtue of (3.9) and the fact that 
Gn_/n is odd, the solution (3.5) can be written in the form 
G_(,)- R(,) Go_ (-I)- 
L n=l  n 
] - Qn G.___= Tin(x) _ I_n(X)} + P E ( -1 )n  { I . ( z )  - I _n (x )}  . (3.11) 
n=l  n n=l  n 
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Substituting in the formula 
1 T Gt- -- ~ c G_ (z) e -itx dz, 
according to (3.11), we get the algebraic system 
(3.12) 
oo 
Gt- - Qo Go- Nt + E Qn G,.. [Nat - N-hi] = P Nt, 
n 
n..,,ml 
g : 0,1,2, . . . ,  (3.13) 
where for n ¢ 0 we have used the notation 
/; 1 R(~) I _ . (~)  e -u~ d~ N-. t  = ~ 
n-1 £ (2m - 1)!![2 (j - m) - 1]!!, 
= A j_ . _ , _ I  ,.=o  .,ff2T= 
~ (2m-  1)!![2( j -  m) -  1]!!, 
j=O ra--O 
(3.14) 
where 
1 Jfa ~/ ( t -A ) ( t -B ) t  kdt, A=e -ie, B=e ie, (3.15) 
Ak = ~r /  s 
and the arc AB is directed along the unit circle. The values of these integrals are given by the 
formulae [10, p. 216] 
e -ic + e ie 1 
A- I  -- 4 2 - A -2 ,  
1 [ (2k-5)' '[e- '(k-Dc+e'('-Dc] 
A_k = ~ (k -  1)! -m=l  
and for k >_ 0, we have [2] 
Finally, Nt is given by 
(2m - 3)1! (2k - 2m - 5)!! 
m! (k - 1 - m)! d(k-1-2"~) ° 
k>2 
(3.16) 
Ak = A-(k+3). (3.17) 
oo 
Nl = Z (-1)" {Nnl -- N-hi}. (3.18) 
n 
n- -1  
It has been shown [4] that N-tn(Ntn) tends to zero as g --* o¢ more rapidly than 1/t and indeed, 
it tends to zero as n ~ oo since 
I N_in(Nt.)= 1 N-nt(N.t). (3.19) 
This establishes not only that the coefficients of Gn-, n = 1,2,... in system (3.13) will tend 
to zero as n,t  --* c~, but also that the expression of Nt, t = 1,2, ... will converge so quickly 
that it can be calculated through truncation at a suitable order. In fact, it can be calculated 
exactly, as we are going to show. Upon getting an approximation to the required function G_(z), 
it is neither necessary to proceed with the calculation of No right to the numerical steps, nor to 
include the first equation (~ = 0) of system (3.13) to the truncated system. We recall that for 
every problem with mixed boundary conditions of the type considered in this paper, whatever 
be its governing equations and for all values of c E [0, ~r), we always have 
G_ (~) = 0, (3.20') 
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but since all these problems can be reduced into a system like that in (3.13) (the difference being 
only the factors Q,), it follows that the unavoidable relation (3.20 ~) should be inherent in the 
frame of these systems. Indeed, we have (recalling (3.17)) 
IN10 - N-10] - 2 [Nn - N-n]  + 2 [N12 - N-12] - 2 [NI-~ - N-is] + . "  - 
[ -A - I  - A_2] - 2 [ -A-2  - A-3] + 2 [ -A -s  - A-4] - 2 [ -A -a  - A-5] + ' "  = 0, 
and, in general, 
oo 
[N,0 - N-n0] + 2 Z( -1 )  t [N.. ,  - N-,t]  = 0. (3.21) 
l=1 
Thus, adding all the equations of the system obtained by multiplying the ~¢th equation, t >_ 1, 
of (3.13) by 2 cosbr, we get 
G0- + 2 ~ costTr Gl_ -- 0, (3.20) 
I--1 
which is the Fourier representation f (3.20'). The first equation of (3.13) is then a superposition 
of the remainder of that system, so it can be excluded. Furthermore, the coefficients Nt, £ > 0; 
can now be calculated in an exact manner. In view of (3.19) and (3.21), we have 
but since 
oo oo ( -1 ) "  (Ne .  - N- l , )  Nt - ~ (-1)" (N"I- N - " ' ) -  £ 
n=l  n=l  
= -~  [N~o - N-eo], ~ >_ 1, (3.22a) 
N-n0 = -Nn0, (3.23) 
as it can be verified on letting t = 0 in both definitions (3.14), and bearing in mind (3.17), we 
get 
1 
Nl = -3  Nl0. (3.22b) 
In brief, the problem is finally reduced to the algebraic system 
1 - _  1 
Gt- + "~ Nto Qo Go- + ~ Q" [Nnl - N-,t]  G,_ = - Nto P . .  
n " '  
.=1  
(3.24) 
which is considerably more simplified than (3.13). 
4. THE UNIFORM CASE c = ~r 
In this limiting case, the problem is a rather simple one; namely, the uniform one- 
dimensional problem consisting of the conditions (2.1)-(2.5), excluding condition (2.2). The 
equations (2.6)-(2.10) do not in this case depend on z, and the problem can be solved quite 
normally. The potentials can easily be found to be 
p" 1 -2v  cos ki(1+ y) 
-- 2pk~ l -v  coskl ' ~=0.  (4.1) 
In terms of the Lamd's constant, the displacement v(y) reads 
-p" . sin kl(1 + y) (4.2) 
v(y) = (~ + 2#) kl con kl 
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It is important to ascertain that this uniform solution, being obtained in the usual way, coincides 
with that of the mixed problem in the general case, in the limit c = 7r. To verify it, let us rewrite 
expression (3.14) in the form 
n- I  n--1 
N_.~ = ~ A~_._,_I sj(c), 
j=0 j=0 
(4.3) 
Then, using the obvious fact [see (3.15)] 
lira Ak = 0, 
c--¢0 
(4.4) 
it could be shown [2] that 
Sj(O) = 1, Vj. 
Together with the definition of the inner summation Sj (c), this leads to the result 
(4.5) 
l -- 1, 
SJOr) = 1, 
if j is odd, 
if j is even, 
(4.6) 
but since in this case we have [definition (3.15)] 
{0~ 1, k = -1, -2, 
A~ = otherwise, 
(4.7) 
it follows immediately that 
N-h i  "- O, Nnl ---- 6in, N_ ,o  - (-1) n and N,0 -- (-1) "+1, n,£ E N. (4.s) 
Hence, system (3.23) becomes 
el_ 
with the unique solution 
(--1)ll Qo Go_ + Qt _~.. = __..~ p , G t  (-1) t 
-p  
G0-= and GL-=0,  £EN.  
Qo 
Recalling relations (2.17), (2.28) and (2.30), we then have 
-p  -p*  _p* 
~(x, 0) = a_(x)  = ~ = ~ = (~ + 2/0 kl ~0 
tEN,  
tank1, 
which coincides with the result (4.2). Thus, the above assertion is confirmed. 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
5. JUSTIFICATION OF THE TRUNCATION 
The infinite system (3.13) can be solved by truncating it at a suitable order m. 
equivalent to reducing (3.3) to the more simple equation 
k~_ =], 
This is 
(5.1) 
where/~ and G are "approximations" to the operator K and the function G_(z), respectively, 
in the left-hand side of the original equation (3.3), 
- - 1 /S  G_(x) ' i - I ) "  einX 
KG' - -~  1_ - -~, )  d t+Q°~°-  ,n: + Z 
ein~ 
Qt~l &-- i .  (5.2) 
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and ~'~ ' (-1)n ei"=+a. (5.3) ]=P  v 
ZB 
Equation (3.13) itself can be denoted similarly in the form 
KG_ --f. (5.4) 
We shall now outline some features about (5.1) and (5.4). First of all, (5.1) has a unique 
bounded solution defined by (3.5) truncated at the mth order and in which {Gn-, n = 0, 1,..., m} 
is the solution of system (3.13) truncated at the mth order. Secondly, the Banach space L2[-c, c] 
is the domain and range of both the operators K and k. Finally, the operator K - I (K  - K) is 
bounded in L2[-c, c] with the norm 
I lk- '  (K -k ) l l  < 1, (5.5) 
provided m is sufficiently large. This will be established if we show that IlK - kl[ can be made 
arbitrarily small. We have 
- - - -  sin n(z - t) G(t )  dr, 
?r n ¢ 
and consequently, 
c I i~-~Q" / : s in  dr[ 2 
l ICK  - R) a(x)ll = [a_ ,,(z - t) G(t) dz 
C f l _~ n c 
from which it follows that 
OO 
IlK- gll < 2 ~ Qn (5.6) 
n 
The right hand side in the last expression tends to zero since Qn = O(1/n), according to the 
definitions (2.28) and (2.30), and the relation (5.5) will eventually be fulfilled. 
In view of the above considerations [11], it follows that equation (3.13) has the unique solution 
G_ = a_ + [I + k - '  (K - k) ] - '  k - '  (S -  Ka), (5.7) 
where I is the unit operator. Further, the resulting error due to the truncation can be estimated 
according to the formula 
II G-  - G-II < IIR-~ ( / -  KG-)II (5.8) 
- 1 -llk-~ (K - k)ll" 
6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
The progression of the above procedures right to the numerical results is considered here by 
means of a concrete xample, in order to reveal the usefulness ofthe integral equation formulation. 
The material of the plate is assumed to be steel. Thus, we set 
v=0.3,  E=2.1x  106 ,
A = 1.2115385 x 106, /~ = 0.8076923 x 106. (6.1) 
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The parameter c is chosen in such a way that the problem remains as "far" as possible of both 
the two uniform cases: 
(8.2) C' -  ~ ,  
2 
Finally, the frequency ~ is taken such that 
p~0 ~ = 5000 and p" = 1, (6.3) 
where p is the density of steel. The Fourier coefficients Gn- can then be found in three ways. 
First way: We assume that G~_, t E N represents he solution of system (3.24) in which Go_ 
equals zero. Thus, the required solution, Gt-, is clearly given by 
Gt_ = [ l+Q°G°- ]  *  • Gt_. (6.4) 
The zero component Go_ can be fixed by substituting this result in (3.20), that is 
Go_ = a;_  (6.5) 
1 - p~#-G~_ ' 
. ~,(i) where G 0_ is in turn related to G* through the same relation (3.20). In Table 1, --n- de- l -  
notes the n th unknown obtained by solving the above mentioned system truncated at the ith 
order. Since this solution becomes so rapidly stable, it follows that the accuracy of the original 
solution (6.5) and (6.4) depends but on the precision of the factor G0_. Table 2 provides the 
values of p G~ (i) at higher orders of the truncation than that in Table 1. Practically, it also gives 
~,( i )  the solutions v n_ for 11 < n, i < 20. We may note that at this limit we have 
[G.(.+x) O~ ("+I )=G *("), i<n ,  and G*+I= 2 (6.6) • tO- -  ~ .,,....t, 0_  J " 
~,(i) We note that "-'0- oscillates approaching the value 0.139 ....  If we assume G~0(J °) (corresponding 
to the highest order of truncation appearing in Table 2) as a suitable approximation for this 
limit: G* then by means of (6.5), (6.4) together with the extension of Table 1, the solution of 0--' 
system (3.24) can easily be found (see Table 3). 
The more the parameter c increases lr/2, the more the coefficients Nat (N-at) decay rapidly, 
f • and so the unknowns G*_ will behave in the same way. Consequently, the series o G 0_ converge 
quickly, and lower orders of truncation are sufficient for determining a suitable approximation of
the solution. The same is the case at high frequencies, too. 
Second wall: We eliminate Go_ from system (3,24) by means of relation (3.20), solve the 
truncation of the resulting system, and then get Go- using the same relation (3.20) once again. 
Here, the calculations also show that the solution oscillates over the truncation order approaching 
some limit. The solution obtained in this way coincides with the one obtained by means of the 
above procedure. Moreover, at the orders where ~ (see Table 2) nears its limit, the present 
solution will behave similarly. In Table 3, the first twenty-one components ofthe function p G_ (z) 
are exhibited. 
Third way: We add to system (3.24), instead of (3.20), the first equation of (3.13) previously 
eliminated, and solve the system thus obtained by truncating it in the usual way. Taking into 
account (3.18) and (3.23), this equation can be written down in the form 
The difficulty here consists in the questions arising naturally about the convergence of the se- 
quence 
2 
N0 U) 2 ~ (-1)n N,0, (6.8) 
n 
n--1 
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Table I. The values of ~,G *(i) f t - -  ° 
13 
i 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
-0.1952527 -0.0341731 
-0.1950521 
-0.1950356 
-0.1950340 
-0.1950339 
-0.1950340 
-0.0347746 
-0.0347647 
-0.0347875 
-0.0347875 
-0.0347874 
0.0464588 
0.0464182 
0,0464174 
0.0464174 
0.0464174 
0.0199018 
0.0199078 
0.0199078 
0.0199077 
-0.0203205 
,0.0203203 
-0.0203204 
-0.0119236 
-0.0119233 
-0.1950341 -0.0347874 0.0464174 0.019907? -0,0203204 -0.0119233 
-0.1950341 -0.0347873 0.0464175 0.0199076 -0.0303204 -0.0119232 
-0.1950341 -0.0347873 0.0464175 0,0199076 -0.0203205 -0.0119232 
-0.1950341 -0.0347873 0.0464175 0,0199076 -0.0203205 -0.0119232 
n 7 8 9 10 11 
i 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 0.0118599 
8 0.0118601 0.0080465 
9 0.0118601 0,0080463 -0.0079798 
10 0.0118602 0.0080463 -0.0079799 -0.0058803 
II  0.0118602 0.0080463 -0.0079799 -0.0058803 0.0058323 
Table 2. #Go~) at different orders. 
i 10 11 12 13 14 15 
G0(i)_ -0.2808398 -0.2691752 -0.278243 -0.2872426 -0.2799790 -0.2727650 
i 16 17 18 19 20 
G~ (i)_ -0.2787512 -0.28587 -0.279657 -0.2746422 -0.2789662 
Table 3. The Fourier components/~Gt_ ,  = 0,1,2, . . .  ,20 starting from above left. 
-0.14119 -0.09871 -0.01760 0.02349 0.01007 -0.01028 -0.00603 
0.00600 0.00407 --0.00403 -0.00297 0.00295 0.00229 -0.00227 
-0.00183 0.00182 0.00151 -0.00150 -0.00127 0.00126 0.00109 
Table 4. Stability of No. 
:0.6931s 1-0.69261 1-0.693141-0.693~ 1-0.69315 l-0.69264 1-0.693141-0.69364 l-O 6931s l-O 6926e l 
-0.69314 ] -0.69362 1-0.693151-0.692681-0.693141-0.69360 ] -0.693151-0.692701-0.693141-0,69358 ] 
as j increases. Nevertheless, whenever only a limited precision is required, the solution can be 
obtained in this way at a considerably small order of the truncation (see Table 5). In fact, 
at c = r /2 ,  the above sequence (6.8) converges at a suitable rate. The first row of Table 4 
provides with the values of N~ j) for j = 11,12,. . . ,20, while the next rows define those for 
j = 130,131, . . . .  149, respectively. The calculation leads to the conclusion that the more the 
parameter c differs from ~r/2, the faster the convergence of sequence (6.8) occurs. Assuming 
that the value -0.69314 is a good approximation for No, and solving the truncation of (6.7) 
together with (3.24), then the solutions are listed in Table 5 from the 2 nd till the 13 th order. As 
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n 
i 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Table 5. The influence of the truncation on the values of ~tGn-. 
-0.14178 -0.09933 
-0.14144 -0.09865 -0.01726 
-0.14127 -0.09866 -0.01758 0.02350 
-0.14126 -0.09865 -0.01759 0.02348 0.01006 
-0.14126 -0.09865 -0.01759 0.02348 0.01007 -0.01027 
-0.14126 -0.01759 0.01037 -0.01027 -0.00603 
-0.14126 
-0.14126 
-0.14126 
-0.14126 
-0.09865 
-0.09865 
-0.09865 
-0.09865 
-0.09865 
-0.01759 
-0.01759 
-0.01759 
-0.01759 
0;02348 
0.02348 
0.02348 
0.02348 
0,02348 
0.O1007 
0.01007 
o.oiooz 
0,01007 
-0.01027 
-0.01027 
-~01027 
-0.01027 
-0.01027 
-0.00603 
-0.00603 
-0.00603 
-0.03603 
-0.00603 -0.14126 -0.09865 -0.01759 0.02348 0.01007 
-0.14126 -0.09865 -0.01759 0.02348 0.01007 -0.01027 -0.00603 
7 8 9 10 11 12 
0.00599 
0.00399 
D, 
i 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
0.00599 
0.00407 
0.00407 -0.00403 
0.00599 0.00407 -0.03403 -0.00297 
0.00599 0.00407 -0.00297 0.03295 
0.00,599 0.00409' 
-0.00403 
-0.03403 -0.00297 0.00295 0.00229 
indicated above, the stability of the solution takes place rapidly. Also, the coincidence of the 
Fourier components from the 8 th order with those in Table 3 deserves to be noted. In fact, this 
coir~cidence ontinues till the 20 th order, the highest order at which the calculations were carried 
out .  
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